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work in the birding community and the outdoors 

Austin, Texas. January 21, 2021 

Travis Audubon is proud to serve as the fiscal sponsor for Birdability, allowing Birdability to 

continue much-needed work in diversity and inclusion in the birding community and the 

outdoors for people with disabilities and other health concerns.  

• Birdability focuses on removing barriers to access for birders with mobility challenges, 

blindness or low vision, intellectual or developmental disabilities (including autism), 

mental illness, being Deaf, deaf, or Hard of Hearing, and other health concerns. 

• Birdability addresses physical barriers at birding locations through education, 

documenting, advocating for, and improving the accessibility of trails, bird blinds and 

other outdoor spaces.  

• To address social, cultural and institutional barriers, Birdability works to educate and 

advocate around inclusion and diversity in the birding community and the outdoors for 

people with disabilities and other health concerns.  

• Birdability works to ensure that birding really is for everybody and every body, and is 

excited to inspire and provide resources to bring the many joys of birding to future 

birders with disabilities. 

The resources on the Birdability website (birdability.org) include guidance documents about 

accessibility of birding locations, steps to implement inclusive and accessible bird outings in 

your community, and the crowd sourced Birdability Map, with detailed accessibility information 

for birding locations. Ongoing virtual programs highlight accessible trails and birders who 

experience accessibility challenges, and engagement via social media continues to demonstrate 

the need for this work. Use the hashtag #Birdability on your social media platforms to join in on 

the conversation. 

Birdability is a registered nonprofit in the State of Texas. Travis Audubon Society, Inc. is a 

501(c)(3) organization that serves as Birdability’s Founding and Fiscal Sponsor, providing 

fiduciary oversight, financial management, and administrative services to help Birdability grow 

and build capacity. Birdability is now seeking corporate sponsorships, grants, collaborative 

opportunities, and donations to continue their work to ensure that birding really is for everybody 

and every body. 

Email: birdabilityforeverybody@gmail.com 

Website: birdability.org  

Facebook: facebook.com/birdability 

Instagram: @birdability  

Phone: (201) 269-3294 
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